









































Conservation Laws and Formation of Singularities
in Relativistic Theories of Extended Objects
Jens Hoppe





The dynamics of an M-dimensional extended object whose M+1 dimensional world vol-
ume in M+2 dimensional space-time has vanishing mean curvature is formulated in term of
geometrical variables (the rst and second fundamental form of the time-dependent surface
P
M








derived. It is shown that the non-linear equations of motion for
P
M
(t) can be viewed as
consistency conditions of an associated linear system that gives rise to the existence of non-
local conserved quantities (involving the Christoel-symbols of the at M+1 dimensional
euclidean submanifold swept out in R
M+1
). For M=1 one can show that all motions are nec-
essarily singular (the curvature of a closed string in the plane can not be everywhere regular
at all times) and for M=2, an explicit solution in terms of elliptic functions is exhibited,
which is neither rotationally nor axially symmetric.
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I. Introduction






such motion gives rise to a (M+1)-dimensional manifold M in (M+2)-dimensional
space-time R
1;M+1


















formulated by subjecting M to a variational principle, like the extremization





on M , describing M  R
1;M+1





;    ; '
M







= diag(1; 1;    ; 1) and integrating,
























Taking (1) as a starting point (with signature (M ) = (1; 1;    ; 1)) one may









= t, and the time




such that the motion of
P
M
(described by ~x(t; ') = (x
1
;    ; x
M+1























































































, and g and g
rs
are the determinant and inverse, respectively, of









(t). The conservation law (4),
\large area(densitie)s have to slow down, while small area(densitie)s speed up"
(anticipating singularities as well as periodicity), encodes almost the complete











may be chosen such that the conserved








{ as noted already in [2], (4) then ensures that (6) will hold for all t. Furthermore,














in (3)), one could put  = 1 in (6), with the under-
standing, that each motion with  6= 1 can be obtained from a  = 1 motion via







~n= surface normal, holds (cp[3]), the equations of motion (5) are automatically
satised { apart from points where
_
~x = 0. As will be seen in the next section(s)
it is convenient to write (9) in the form
_
~x =  sin ~n (10)
 = (t; '
1
;   '
M
)  ( =2;+=2)
One should note that choosing the conserved energy density  to be constant on
P
(i.e. independent of ') is a matter of convenience, not necessity; eq. (5) is a
consequence of (4) and (7), resp. (10), for any , and in the considerations that
will follow one could equally think of sin
2
 as being given by 1   g=
2
('), rather
than 1   g=
2M
. Leaving the density  unspecied one would keep full Di
P
invariance of the equations.
At rst sight (9), with the normal velocity being a (specic) function of the
area-density
p
g (see [4] for a Hamiltonian formulation, and [5] for a general de-
pendence on
p
g) may look rather simple { perhaps simpler than the, by now
fairly well understood, mean-curvature ow (dened by letting the normal ve-
locity be equal to the mean curvature of
P
t
{ thus involving second derivatives
of ~x, rather than rst ones); however, certain crucial techniques available for the
mean curvature ow (see e.g. [6]) do not apply to (9).
II. Formulation of the Dynamics of
P
M
in Terms of Geometrical Variables
The simple rst-order form of the dynamics, (10) (resp. (9)), allow one to



















) sin  (12)
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~x  ~n ; (13)
(r
r








































for any function f:
P
t












;   '
M










) is an `observable'. Also note that (5),




~x  ~n =   cos
2

















) = sin  cos @
r








 = cos  H (17)


































is indeed the curvature of any ' = const curve (worldline)
in M (as it should, according to (17), to add up to zero, with the spatial principal
curvatures). In any case, (11) and (12) imply
g
rs


























). Modulo the gauge-xing,
(19) is equivalent to the original minimal hypersurface equations. Note that only










, one has decreased the number





















































































































) sin  : (23)
Taking the trace of (23), and integrating over
P
t





















As (11) and (12) were derived from (9) (resp. (10)) which describe the (time-











R will automatically (if they do so a t = t
i


































Due to (26), and
_
p
g =   sin H
p










R sin  : (28)















































































) sin  (32)
(recovering, for M = 2, a weak form of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem as a conse-


















III. Zero Curvature Condition and Non-Local Conserved Quantities.
The fact that the dynamical equations (5) are automatically satised as a
consequence of gauge-xing conditions, (7), and a conservation law, (4), { which
too can be stated as a condition on the metric of M { may also be used in the








and motions in between such that
for t
i
 t  t
f
all points of the surface have non-vanishing velocity. The projection
of M onto R
M+1





















































Again one may choose (') = 
M
= const, for simplicity. As (34) contains the
entire information about M , the minimal hypersurface equations should be equiv-
alent to the atness of M
E













































Due to the special form of the metric, cp. (34), one has (with M +1 =: N ; a; b; c =
1   M)
 
N;Na























Using (36) one indeed nds the following: R
E
Nr;Ns




















so that, by dening h
ab
according to (11), the vanishing of (37) is equivalent ot




















so that the vanishing of (38) is equivalent to the Gauss-equations, (25). One
major advantage of this formulation is that the minimal hyper-surface equations

































) = 0 i = 1:::M + 1 ; (39)
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are as before (with g
rs





), i.e. depending on  (and







































being the Christoel-symbols corresponding to the reduced metric g
rs
(g = 1).
For M=2, e.g., g
ab







cosh+ cos  sinh sin sinh












; t) =  ('
1










;    ; '
r
;    ; '
M
; t) r = 1   M
(45)
( the matrix of fundamental solutions of (39) and, for deniteness, taking
P
M























































It is extremely tempting to speculate that the hidden Lorentz-invariance together
with the (S)Di
P
invariance should allow one to introduce a spectral parameter
into (39). This would imply an innity of conserved quantities by expanding
(47) in terms of this parameter (note that the scale-parameter , cp (8), on
which the  
i
at rst sight seem to depend non-trivially, eventually just leads to
a conjugation of 
(r)
by a -dependent matrix).
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IV. Singularity Structure and Conserved Quantities for M=1 (Strings)
Due to the fact that for M = 1 eq. (5) (with  =  = const) is trivial, having









as its general solution (with the components of ~a and
~
b being 2 periodic func-
tions, for closed strings) the possible motions of the string can be obtained
















  sin (f + g)










cos (f + g)




where f = f(' +
t

) and g = g('  
t

); from now on,  will be put equal to 1, for
simplicity. Apart from the requirement that (44) should describe a closed curve,
f and g are arbitrary. The closedness-condition is important, as it forbids, e.g.,
to choose f and g to be small on the entire interval [0; 2]; moreover, as the range
of f + g has to be at least 2, it is easy to see that even if jf   gj <  initially,
there will always exist a nite time t
s











) the worldsheet can not be








{ hence one nds that any (!) closed string motion in R
2
(that was supposed to
extremize the area functional in Minkowski-space) must be (become) singular.





 R can not exist. This fact is known (see e.g. [14]) but not really well
known. Considering the fact that in the case of membranes moving in R
3
(i.e.
3+1 dimensional space-time) it has often been argued (and taken against such
theories) that regular motions will not exist due to an impossibility of balancing
the surface tension by rotation the lack of thought concerning singularities in
string theories (which are rather commonly believed to be stabilized by rotation)
is somewhat astonishing { in particular as these singularities appear to be one
of their interesting (rather then disturbing) features. Due to (50) it is clear that
for smooth f and g such singularities not only appear, but also go away smoothly
(i.e., in the context of the orthonormal gauge, can be uniquely extended beyond
the singularity). There also exist choices for f and g, for which the number of

























(m, n being two dierent integers with no common divisor 6= 1). (52) core-
sponds to choosing f =
m
2
('+ t); g =
n
2
('  t) in (50), and describes a closed curve




around the origin, having jm  nj cusps - the minima of
























, and that the






jd' = 4, independent of m and n (and t, of
course).
In order to see why regular shapes can not be balanced by rotation, one can
insert the Ansatz



































































































where r = j~xj = j~mj and  =6 (~m; ~m
0
) are functions of ' (which for a regular curve
could be chosen to be the arclength, setting j~m
0


















= (r sin )
0
: (57)
Excluding the case r  sin  = const (which, too, can not correspond to a regular
curve, s.b.) one nds f(t) = !  t (as expected, due to the assumption of time-





 (1 + c sin
2
) = 1 (58)
This yields the \desired" conclusion, as for c < 0 (c > 0) sin
2
 would have to be
minimal (maximal) when r assumes it minimum (maximum). A rather special
class of solutions consists of string-motions with
_
~x(t = 0; ')  0; from (50) it
is clear that f  g =:
h
2
in this case. As an example, consider the following
\harmonic perturbations of the radially symmetric string solution":





(t; ') = cos(t+  sinmt cosm') 
 
  sin ('+  sinm' cosmt)




1 +m cosm' cosmt
j cos (t+  sinmt cosm')j
(61)
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(so far, no approximation was made). Suppose now, that jmj << 1; the two
cases I) m odd, II) m even show drastically dierent behaviour. Case I: (60)
becomes singular shortly before t = =2, at m (equally distributed) discrete
points '
i
; for a small time-interval these m singularities move \along the string"
(in particular, disappear instantaneously at the '
i
); shortly after t = =2 all
singularities disappear, and at t =  the string is back to its original shape (with
' ! ' + ) and at rest. Case II: as sinmt ! 0 for even m, (t ! =2), the string
stays regular until t = =2 (when it has shrunk to a point), grows again and
reaches its initial conditions at t = .
It would be interesting to use the innitely many known conservation laws



































































































F and G arbitrary functions) for an understanding of the string motion, e.g.
(should the curve be star-shaped around the center of mass) in the radial (non-



























































































d' is the innitesimal arc-length of the curve, and that in
(66) the combination of terms not involving time-derivatives of r is proportional
to the curvature). Simple properties may be directly deduced from the time-








































! 0 for r ! 0; _r
2
  1not ! 0) one nds that




! 0 and _r
2
! 1, i.e. the singularity
being light-cone like.
V. Some Explicit Hypersurface Solutions
10
In addition to the methods described in [9], solutions (of (3)) of the following


















) = const :
In both cases it is easiest to use that the level sets u = const (cp. [3]) of functions
u(x
0


























are extremal hypersurfaces in R
1;M+1
.








































































































is an even function of v
0
). Depending on the dimension, M , (70) may admit














































































h, i.e. (irrespective of the choice of c

) the elliptic Weierstrass-function














































, and permutations of the spatial
coordinates one gets two inequivalent solutions, namely
}(x)}(y)}(z) = }(t) (73)
and
}(x)}(y)}(t) = }(z) (74)
11
with the invariants g
2

















and taking the value 1 as their minimum). Before






seems worthwhile to note how they evolve from various other points of view.

































= 0, one is led to a rst order














unknown functions of the new variables. While the form of the equation to be




   z
N
= 1 is slightly more involved than (70),



































































 1. In this \derivation", the fact that (up to a sign), the Weierstrass
}-function satises the same dierential equation as its inverse,
1
}
, plays a crucial
role (otherwise, the resulting equation would be much more complicated, than
(77)).




always move with a velocity  1 (=1 if and only if at least 2 of the spatial
coordinates are equal to ! mod 2!), whereas with a velocity  1 (=1 if and only
if x = ! = y mod 2!) in the latter case. Hence (73) denes a space-like maximal
hypersurface of R
1;3
; it provides e.g. a nice example in the context of theorems
on isolated singularities (of area-maximizing hypersurfaces)[11] and generalized
Bernstein-theorems [12]. (73) may be described as follows (restricting to one
unit cube C = f~xR
3
jx; y; z [0; 2!]g: At t = !, (73) implies x = y = z = ! (a point);
at t = 0 = 2!,
P
t




becomes rounder (always convex), nally vanishing as
a round point, as can easily be seen by expanding } around !, yielding in rst
order the light cone
(x  !)
2
+ (y   !)
2





as t ! !. As t varies from ! to 2!, the reversed picture holds (the surface
becoming more square, due to the fact that the further x and y, e.g., are away
from !, the faster z(x; y) moves up, respectively down).
12












































































From } having a second order pole at 0 (with residue 1) one can easily nd the
exact form of the curvatures at those points of
P
t
that approach the corners,
resp. edges, of C.
Solution (74), on the other hand (again restricting to one unit cube C), is
such that the upper and lower edges of C always belong to
P
t
, acting like a xed
frame. At t = 0
P
t
is at (covering the upper and lower face of C); as t grows,
so do the upper part of
P
t
(moving downwards) as well as the lower part of
P
t
(moving upwards); at t = !, the two parts touch at x = y = z = !, where the










). In order to
nd solutions of the form (67)
II

























r _u =  
_
~a one can write the resulting
equation in the form
_















When N = 2, (81) implies













while a comparison of _u =
_
~a(~a  ~x)  r _r with (82) then yields
f(~x) =
~



































= 0 : (85)
Dierentiating (85), putting ln r
2
= h(t), multiplying by
_
h, integrating and letting
























This solution was also found in [13].
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